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The Hoyo Negro team 
including BAUE member Beto 
Nava returns to Mexico to 
recover the bones of several 
prehistoric animals including a 
new species of giant sloth
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Read about BAUE members Paul 
Festa and Gavin Chilcott great 
white shark encounter at Point 
Lobos

Dive with BAUE on the fourth 
annual trip to Cozumel. Enjoy six 
days of Recreational or Technical 
diving for all levels. Details are 
inside this issue.

GREAT WHITE  ENCOUTER
AT POINT LOBOS

HOYO NEGRO DIVE COZUMEL with BAUE

http://www.baue.org


D i v e  R e p o r t
The Familiar
Point Lobos. Saturday morning, January 4. Gavin and Paul. A wispy stratocumulus sky, maritime gray 
and cascading into the offing. A wintry northwest swell, prodigious and erupting resplendently on the 
sentinel rocks. An eternally picturesque cove, protected yet stirring perceptibly with dissipating surge. 
Sirens, a triune of them, luring us to dive. First dip of 2020. 
Destination: Twin Peaks. Helium rigs. Deco bottles. Scooters. 
Float loaded. GUE EDGE. Gavin leads. Mind the ramp. 

At the float, unclip, clip. Bubble check. Modified S. Okay. 
Surface scoot across the cove. Clear to the bottom. Shaka. 
Espy the shadowy fringe of Worm Patch. Down. Hazy green-
brown hue at 30’. Cradling surge, as if rocking effortlessly in 
a hammock. Buddy. Pressure gauge. All good. Steady ride 
north, through the kelp, stripes tilting, blades swaying. Past 
Hole in the Wall, 60’. West to the GPO den. Awaiting the 
cephalopod's return is the resident treefish, the lipstick bass, 
tucked furtively in its tight crevice, hot pink lips discretely 
pointing away, into the ledge. Continue north along the reef to 
Lone Metridium, 65’.

West to Clamshell Reef and north again. Stop atop a surgy Shark Rock, 70’. Buddy. Pressure gauge. 
Reset time. Trigger north down the constant slope, 80’, 90’, 100’. Clear ears, again, and again. A dull 
pink sheephead cruises by ahead of us: Hey, urchin-eating wrasse, an all-you-can-eat buffet is beckoning 
on the backside of Middle Reef. Continue on the trigger into the gravelly valley below Three Sisters, 

110’, 115’. Carve west onto the Road to Twin Peaks, 120’, 
130’. Pleasing if mildly hazy 40’ viz.

Trace the Road’s sand edge north, short jumps along the rocky 
jumble of reefs, 140’, 150’. At 160', the final jump to the 
prominent eastern face of Twin Peaks. Around the imposing 
pinnacle’s perimeter, north by northwest. Surge, though 
dampened, discernible still at 175’. Walls pop Corynactis, 
strawberry lush. Here and there elephant-ear sponges, 
freakishly colorless. Antennae signal small gorgonian 
settlements, pale sparse. Medusa-like fish-eating anemones 
adorn rocky crags, shrewdly conspicuous. A mola carcass 
alongside a toothy sea lion skull, each ice blue and brocaded 
by coral-colored bat stars. Olive, canary, blue rockfish swoop 
about in Peace & Happiness Pass, a swirling kaleidoscope of 
snooping sea scouts. 

Circle back, easterly, at the pinnacle's southern boundary. Fin 
softly over sea-pen pass, feathery lightness. A rollercoaster 
cut dipping amidst miasmic peaks perceptible like murky 
memories, the plumed pass separates Twin Peaks from the 
Road and recalls a ratfish encounter five years earlier. Trigger 
back along the Road, 150’, 140’, 130'. Lingcod sentries 
haphazardly scattered, sedentary in the sand, stalwart on the 
reefs. Sanddabs dart, harum-scarum.

White Shark Day at the Park   



The Uncanny
Perspective by Paul Festa

Leave the Road, eastward. Meet up with the parading pile perch, a regimented battalion reliably circling 
in that gravelly valley below the Sisters, 125'. Signal Gavin to hold. Deploy GoPro. Half a helicopter kick 
to face north. Begin filming. Barely a minute passes and the perch begin to peel off, dash pell-mell. 
Typically, before the camera, they hold formation, seemingly proudly. Something isn't usual. My senses 
piqued, I pick up a sudden movement to my right and turn towards it. A long sea lion bull lunges towards 

us, twisting excitedly every which way. The sea 
lion’s excitement appears pointedly purposive, but 
the bull is fixated on something other than us, 
something in front of us. At the same instant, I am 
blanketed by a looming dark shadow. As I turn my 
gaze upward toward the umbra, I recoil reflexively 
to dodge an outsized pectoral fin swiping by a few 
feet above me. The stout and raggedly gray-white 
lined torpedo-shaped trunk, the majestic singular 
dorsal, the strong pair of pelvics, the sturdily keeled 
tail stalk, the mighty crescent-contoured caudal—
these anatomical snapshots streamed past me 
vividly like rolling images in a pictorial filmstrip, 
dispelling uncertainty, derailing denial. Great white 

shark. In one fell swoop, I am overwhelmed by instinctive awareness that, corporeally, I am completely at 
the mercy of an untamable force by myriad Darwinian degrees more powerful than me. As if pulled away 
from me by a preternatural force, my somatic self is released, melded into the situation. I go out-of-body. 
Time stops. Any unnerving fear coursing through me is superseded suddenly by exhilaration. I become 
one with the eponymic white underbelly before me, partaking irresistibly, if chimerically, of the 
behemoth’s inviolable power. In retrospect, I am reminded of the sublime euphoria that victims of human 
sacrifice are described as feeling in their final moments at the ancient Mayan altar.
 
As swiftly as these extreme sensations assail me, I feel them begin to recede as the paramount sea god 
glides by me and eases away. The incipient dissipation of electric intensity animates my desire for 
sublime reattachment. I turn back my camera towards 
Acheilus, all at once in full view, and reconnect with 
vital energy, if only for a few fleeting seconds. My 
venerated fixation growing distal and fading into a 
mirage, I relapse to the profane and revert to rational 
thinking. The massive creature angling, possibly 
turning back towards us, Gavin and I ought to seize the 
moment and bolt for cover. We exchange command 
signals and motor east to the base of Beto’s Reef, 
where we hole up briefly and psychically decompress, 
but not without eying incessantly the hazy horizon over 
our shoulders. Our GUE training, I am convinced, 
helped prepare each of us to perform a similar 
situational assessment in our moment of refuge at the reef: We have a forty-minute deco obligation ahead 
of us. If the shark wanted us, it could have had us. No need for alarm. Stick to our plan. No harm done if, 
during deco, we remain vigilant of a giant dark shadow that might emerge at any moment from a 360-
degree penumbral radius. 

D i v e  R e p o r t
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Perspective by Gavin Chilcott

The encounter was brief.  People speak of “time slowing down” during intense experiences, which 
obviously isn’t the case.  But one does seemingly record memories with more density, which gives this 
impression when reflecting back upon the experience.

Of the many impressions that I am left with from the encounter, two stand out, and both relate to my 
reaction to the circumstances.  The first preceded the sighting of the shark.  We were observing a school 
of perch when I was struck by a strong sense that something was not normal, which I think was probably 
a shift in the rhythm of the school of perch.  Soon thereafter, the large bull sea lion came into view and for 
a moment I was relieved to have a relatively benign explanation for my sense that the perch were on high 
alert.  But the relief was then replaced by an even stronger sense that we had reason to be concerned.  
First, it seemed an unusual location to see a sea lion, and further, the sea lion’s motion was agitated and 
atypical.  I could see that Paul was looking around as well, obviously picking up on the same cues.

I rotated up to watch the sea lion as it swept upward and the shark was there, just a few feet above us.  I 
caught the last glimpse of its face and mouth as it swam over us.  I looked back down at Paul who was 
then looking up himself, pausing, and then swinging around to keep the shark in his video frame.  My 

strong sense of unease before even seeing the 
shark was the first of my two notable 
impressions.

Initially, it appeared that the shark was oblivious 
to us and would continue northward without 
reaction to our presence, which ultimately turned 
out to be the case.  We’d just witnessed this huge 
spectacle, which was a little unnerving.  
However, the next few moments were the most 
interesting part of the encounter to me, and what 
left me with a second standout impression from 
the experience.

The shark changed direction, as if it was going to double back for a second look, and at that point I 
thought it would.  This was when my mindset shifted from being only a passive observer of this huge 
animal to realizing that I potentially needed to take deliberate action in order to avoid a suboptimal 
interaction with it.  There was a point when I thought to myself, “Okay, now it’s going to start.”  How 
could we discourage the shark?  How would we escape?  How could two of us mount a more effective 
defense as a team?  What would the implications be for deco obligation?  This was all somewhat 
daunting, but on the other hand it brought the critical goals into focus, and fear was absent at that point.   
After the fact I found this to be one of the more interesting parts of the encounter.

Like Paul, I was glad that we were well trained as GUE divers when faced with a formidable distraction 
and potential problems to solve.  Diving in level trim, however, doesn’t allow for much view upward, and 
I probably wouldn’t have even seen the animal if the sea lion hadn’t been there with it.  That’s food for 
thought.

D i v e  R e p o r t
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The Induction

Paul had some clear and close footage of the shark, and importantly a good profile shot of the 
dorsal fin, so we decided to submit the images for analysis.  We contacted shark researchers at 
Monterey Bay Aquarium, who searched their database for a match with known animals, based on 
size, sex and fin characteristics.  Our shark was not in the local database. The researchers 
subsequently sent the shark images to colleagues who maintain a database of animals observed at 
Guadalupe.  We await the results of the latter analysis.

After the encounter, we estimated the size of the shark at ~15’ long.  Based on proportions of 
fins, tail and body of the animal, the MB Aquarium researchers thought it might be even bigger.  
They also confirmed our conclusion that the animal was a female, and concurred with an opinion 
from another shark expert that the girth of the animal suggested that it was pregnant.  Scars near 
the dorsal fin, if mating scars, as speculated, would be consistent with the assessment that the 
shark is carrying pups.

Shaka for the great white shark and our memorable encounter with an impressive one.

D i v e  R e p o r t
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On Vimeo  

Caught on Vimeo

View the White Shark encounter caught and uploaded on Vimeo by Paul Festa. 

The URL is https://vimeo.com/382871414 and titled “Predatory Sounds”. The film segment of 
the great white shark encounter begins at 1:02 and ends at 1:30.

https://vimeo.com/382871414


E x p l o r a t i o n
PREHISTORIC ANIMAL BONE RECOVERY AT HOYO NEGRO

HOYO NEGRO TEAM RETURNS TO 

In November of 2019, the Hoyo Negro team including 
BAUE member Alberto Nava went back to Quintana 
Roo, Mexico to recover selected bones of prehistoric 
animals. The team included Paleontologists Dr. Jim 
Chatters, from Applied Paleoscience,  and Dr. Blaine 
Schubert from Center of Excellence in Paleontology at 
East Tennessee University.

The project  was partially funded by Mexico’s Instituto 
Nacional de Antropologia e Historia (INAH), 
 the University of California in San Diego and the 
Strauss Family Fund.

Multiple 3-D models of sloth arms and legs, bear leg 
bones, ancient tapir mandible, and many others were 
created after recovery.

Half of the project was dedicated to recover the 
skeletal remains of a new genus of Giant Ground 
Sloth, Nohochichak xibalbahkah . The team collected 
73 bones from this animal, which will optimistically be 
exhibited at a museum in the near future.

Needs caption  Picture 1

Floor of Hoyo Negro Iron staining found on most bones in the cave 

Hoyo Negro Pit

Bone recovery using a crate for support  to prevent damage



E x p l o r a t i o n
PREHISTORIC ANIMAL BONE RECOVERY AT HOYO NEGRO

HOYO NEGRO TEAM RETURNS TO 

Needs caption  Picture 1

Needs caption for all three pictures

Hoyo Negro Team including Dr. Jim Chatters from Applied 
Paleoscience and Dr. Blaine Shubert from East Tennessee University

Giant Sloth Size vs Man

Recovered Nohochichak pelvis which weighed about 50lbs and 
measured approximately 24 by 44 inches. The carriage under the 
pelvis was used for extraction and transportation and serves as 
long term support for future curation  



Tr a v e l

Dive with BAUE on an incredible Cozumel  trip in September of 2020. We have all the gear GUE divers need: doubles, deco bottles, 
32%, Trimix, etc.  Six days of diving with other GUE  divers on a private boat catering to Recreational and Technical Divers of all 
levels. Each day includes two long dives with a reasonable surface interval. Cost includes hotel, breakfast, lunch and boat. 
Equipment rental and gasses are additional. Gas cost are similar to local Cozumel prices.

Check out the free GUE.tv  video Explore Cozumel by author Joe Renghini from a previous trip to Cozumel and the Deep Drift 
Diving in Cozumel blog: https://gue.com/blog/deep-drift-diving-in-cozumel

Also check out the additional vimeo clips from previous trips:
https://vimeo.com/339675374     https://vimeo.com/357612478    https://vimeo.com/339677815

Contact: betonavab@gmail.com  for further information

FOURTH ANNUAL BAUE COZUMEL TRIP
Week One, Sept 6th - 12th

Week Two, Sept 13th - 19th 

32% Gas Package Trimix Gas Package

32% Package Recreational 
Diver

Tech Diver

1 Doubles 32% First Dive with 
doubles

Use stage bottom 
and part of double 
for first dive 

1 Stage of 32% AL80 32% is used 
to top off doubles

Rest of doubles for 
second dive

Trimix Package R3/T1 Divers T2 Divers

1 Doubles with 21/35 First Dive with Doubles 
and Deco Bottle

First Dive with Bottom 
stage and Deco Bottle 

1 Stage of 21/35 AL80 used to top off 
doubles

Use what’s left of 
Doubles from first dive

2 Deco bottles 0ne per dive One per dive

https://www.gue.tv
https://www.gue.tv/programs/day-in-cozumel
https://gue.com/blog/deep-drift-diving-in-cozumel/
https://vimeo.com/339675374?fbclid=IwAR1EyrsmT3gsRAWTYvglxfNbLjCrCrFWwio4afZmWSUCjzkzdCEh49j1TBA
https://vimeo.com/357612478?fbclid=IwAR1C65C6b7CYt-2uFuIKa01QzIwhw9nAxhT36oRA1z8ctUpu6PQiUDnAFLo
https://vimeo.com/339677815?fbclid=IwAR1qhwkyBBlJ1z-omeX_J-rdcupX41zJGefSB-6BTmw0ZH1TFLyR8nv3cpI
mailto:betonavab@gmail.com


E d u c a t i o n
GUE TV

GUE has a new video educational platform for scuba 
diving enthusiasts available at GUE.tv. The service 
requires a subscription, but even without one there are 
quite a few free videos under the category of  Free 
Content.  

Other video categories are: 
Diving Films
Technical and Rebreathers
Recreational and Fundamental
Equipment 
Cave and Cavern
Conservation
Education 
Exploration
Community

The GUE.tv service is available for 24.99/month with 
50% and 100% discounts for GUE silver and gold 
memberships, respectively.

Check out the free video  Explore Cozumel by author  
Joe Renghini including videography and content 
development  by Joe and Beto.

For those interested in Deep Drift Diving in Cozumel 
check out the blog:  https://gue.com/blog/deep-drift-
diving-in-cozumel/ and the upcoming 2020 BAUE trip 
to Cozumel this year on the Travel page.

  GUE  Training
Continue your Dive Training

With Alberto Nava

Want to improve or learn new skills?

Schedule a class through the GUE 
website at https://www.gue.com/class-
schedule. If you want to take a class that 
isn’t listed, find at least one other buddy or 
two and contact Beto to create a new 
class.

List of classes that Beto teaches:
 Discover Diving
 Recreational Supervised Diver
 Recreational Diver 1 - Nitrox
 Recreational Diver 3 - Trimix
 GUE Fundamentals
 Doubles Diver
 Drysuit Diver
 Trimix Primer
 DPV Diver 1
 Technical Diver 1

1:1 Sessions:
Need a little help on specific issues like 
trim or buoyancy? Want to upgrade from 
your Fundies Rating from Rec to Tech?  
Schedule a 1:1 session with Beto to reach 
your goals.  

Contact:
Alberto Nava 
Email: betonavab@gmail.com

https://www.gue.tv
https://www.gue.tv/categories/freebies
https://www.gue.tv/categories/freebies
https://www.gue.tv
https://www.gue.tv/programs/day-in-cozumel
https://gue.com/blog/deep-drift-diving-in-cozumel/
https://gue.com/blog/deep-drift-diving-in-cozumel/
https://www.gue.com/class-schedule
https://www.gue.com/class-schedule
mailto:betonavab@gmail.com


BAUE BOARDPoint Lobos Boat Ramp Resurfacing 

P r o j e c t s  a n d  A n n o u n c e m e n t s

President
John Heimann
john.heimann@oracle.com

Chief Project Officer
Alberto “Beto” Nava

betonavab@gmail.com

Treasurer
Suzanne  “Suz” Baird
slbaird@yahoo.com 

Member
Paul Festa

pfesta@stanford.edu

Member
Gavin Chilcott
chilcott@rocketmail.com

Member
Kevin Schapansky

kevin.schapansky@gmail.com

Newsletter Editor
David Murata
murata.dave@gmail.com

Robert Lee
robhlee@gmail.com

Congratulate Paul Festa and the return of Robert 
Lee to the BoardThe Park has determined that a very lengthy permitting 

process and cost funding would be required if the 
Whaler’s Cove boat ramp were to be completely 
resurfaced.  The current estimate is over two years plus 
for the sequential permits with a final cost of the ramp 
resurfacing at $500K.

BAUE Board Members, Suzanne Baird and David 
Murata met with the 5 members of the Park staff on 
February 3 to discuss alternative solutions. After 
discussion, we mutually agreed that adding a 
succession of metal U shaped railing segments on the 
left side of the ramp and more routine power washing 
would increase safety considerably. 

The Park is in the process of locating acceptable marine 
grade ADA complaint metal U shaped railing segments 
and evaluating if this will by-pass the need for 
environmental and historical permits. 

              Make your 2020 BAUE Donations and Dues

            It’s never too late to pay your member dues or 
make a donation to BAUE for 2020. Member dues are 
just $75 per year or $6.25 every month.

The PayPal link is: http://www.baue.org/finance/
payments.php or you can send a check to:
BAUE at 765 Spruce Street, Berkeley, CA 94707.

Submit your Photos for the Cover of the BAUE 
Newsletter 

               Submit your photos to win the cover of next 
quarter’s BAUE newsletter. Just submit your photos to 
either board members Paul Festa or  David Murata.

This month’s outstanding photo was courtesy of Allison 
Lee taken off the coast of Big Sur.

mailto:john.heimann@oracle.com
mailto:betonavab@gmail.com
mailto:slbaird@yahoo.com
mailto:pfesta@stanford.edu
mailto:chilcott@rocketmail.com
mailto:kevin.schapansky@gmail.com
mailto:murata.dave@gmail.com
mailto:robhlee@gmail.com
http://www.baue.org/finance/payments.php
http://www.baue.org/finance/payments.php
mailto:pfesta@stanford.edu
mailto:murata.dave@gmail.com


New Members

New Certifications

N e w  M e m b e r s  &  C e r t i fi c a t i o n s
From Q3 2019 to Present

Travis Schleft
Lindsay Brown
Brian Cayton
Eric Lin
Laura Rinde
Stergios Roumeliotis
Jonathan McCormack

New Members

Fundamentals 
Part 1

Michael Tomz
Anna Tomz
Namrata Bandekar

Rec 3

David Orain
Stergios Roumeliotis

DPV 1

Tech 1

Tech 2

Fundamentals

Roman Smolgovsky
Iryna Bogomolova
Matt Cheung
Natalia Tsumakova

Katayoun Mirabedi
Dhaval Giani
Mingfei Cai
Yi Tan

Laura Rinde
Aaron Garfinkel
Michael Jennings
Lindsay B. Brown



L i n k s
Keep in Touch with BAUE on Groupt.io, Instagram and Facebook

Since Yahoo Groups has virtually gone 
away, BAUE has moved to  Groups.io 
where the online community can 
participate and share chats, polls, photos 
and files.

URL: https://groups.io/g/baue

BAUE is on the free photo and video file 
sharing app Instagram.com.  Upload your 
photos or videos and share them with other 
BAUE members and friends. 

URL: https://www.instagram.com/
bauedivers/

BAUE.ORG

 BAUE is on facebook with photos, 
videos and events

URL: https://www.facebook.com/
groups/321109907986312/
or simply search for BAUE within an 
facebook page.

BAUE has its own web page URL: https://
www.baue.org and is a tremendous resource for 
BAUE members. The photos and videos and 
images are truly world class and outstanding.

Site maps are detailed and provide excellent 
references of Monterey and Point Lobos. A 
printable map of Whaler’s Cove can also be access 
through the website. 

 The website also contains the BAUE payments 
and Dues page for anyone interested in donating 
money to BAUE located here: https://
www.baue.org/finance/payments.php

            Dive Point Lobos

To make reservation via the CA Parks 
and Recreation site, click below: 

https://www.parks.ca.gov/?
page_id=28353

Dive the Escapade

Monterey Bay Area aboard the 
Escapade. Boat charters cater to both 
Tech and Rec Divers. 

Sign up on the BAUE forums here: 
http://www.baue.org/forums/
showthread.php?p=4140. 

 Check the Q1 2020 Escapade 
schedule: https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/
1XSCuaQlCoGfIMBRHDYTOBjo02jvQixLIz1NV2j3rcZ4/edit?usp=sharing

To pay for your boat reservation be sure to  register and put your credit card on file 
before the dive using the link: https://app.timetrade.com/tc/login.do?
cmd=direct&process=login&process2=login&entry=Signin&level=&urlstring=divecent
ral&step=Welcome&method=signin

Diving

http://Groups.io
https://groups.io/g/baue
http://Instagram.com
https://www.instagram.com/bauedivers/
https://www.instagram.com/bauedivers/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/321109907986312/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/321109907986312/
https://www.baue.org/
https://www.baue.org/
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